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The MUSIAM Paris teams are experts in organising
cultural events. Committed to your needs, they
support and advise you and do everything possible
to make your reception a success!
Alexandra Gaudy
Head of Sales
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Our cultural heritage
establishments:
MUSÉE
DU LOUVRE
MUSÉE
D’ORSAY
MUSÉE
DU QUAI BRANLYJACQUES CHIRAC
MUSÉE
DE L’ORANGERIE
MAISON DE
L’AMÉRIQUE
LATINE
BIBLIOTHÈQUE
NATIONALE
DE FRANCE

MUSIAM Paris,
eating well at the museum
Founded as part of DUCASSE
Culture, MUSIAM Paris offers
a collection of unique locations
in Paris where we provide our
services as a restaurant and
event organiser.
Historically established in museums and cultural venues,
MUSIAM Paris gives you access
to emblematic heritage sites
and offers your guests a culinary
interlude away from it all in its
restaurants and event venues.

MUSIAM Paris builds on a combination of expertise, at the
crossroads of the history of
the Maison DUCASSE Paris,
and the culture of operational
excellence firmly rooted within
its teams. Our Sales Department
is responsible for organising
private and professional events
and prepares your most beautiful
receptions with you.

CHÂTEAU DE
VERSAILLES
ET JARDINS
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Our two catering offers
MUSIAM Réception and
DUCASSE Réception
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MUSIAM Réception,
the caterer for cultural
heritage establishments
Supported by top restaurant
professionals from Maison
DUCASSE Paris, MUSIAM
Réception uses its savoir-faire
and organisational expertise
to
make
your
made-tomeasure event an experience
to remember.

Our chefs serve personalised
recipes, catering to the specifics
of every project.
Our on-site sales team can
organise custom decorations,
personalised guest reception
and private tours at each event.

For breakfast, lunch, seminars,
cocktail receptions and gala
evenings - together, we can
create a unique experience to
amaze your guests in a museum
or cultural heritage institution.
In each of our museums or
cultural sites, our teams are
there to make each and every
dish perfect.
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Subliming your prestige
events
Drawing its savoir-faire from
the restaurant craftsmanship
of DUCASSE Paris, DUCASSE
Réception puts its culinary
expertise and absolute sense
of hospitality at the service of
made-to-measure professional
and private events.

In all locations, DUCASSE
Réception offers exceptional
culinary creations, inspired by
the spirit of the place and the
tone of the event, with all the
rigour and precision of haute
cuisine.

Inspired by Alain Ducasse’s
vision
and
experience,
DUCASSE Réception brings a
new dimension to the business
of organising receptions.
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Musée de l’Orangerie
Located in the heart of Paris,
and built as a greenhouse
in 1852 to shelter the orange
trees decorating the Tuileries
Palace garden during the
winter, the Musée de l’Orangerie
is built on the garden’s terrace
bordering the River Seine.
Since 1922, it is home to the
masterpieces gifted to France
by Claude Monet himself.
In addition to Monet’s Water
Lilies, there are also works
by great masters such as
Cézanne,
Renoir,
Picasso,
Rousseau and Matisse.

GETTING THERE
Jardin des Tuileries
75001 Paris
Metro: Concorde
Car park: Concorde
and Tuileries
CONTACT

Véronique ACKER
Sales manager
T: +33 1 45 49 47 03
M: +33 7 62 32 39 18

veronique.acker@musiam-paris.com

© Musée de l’Orangerie
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Musée de l’Orangerie

Reception areas
A reception area in the
heart of Paris, a world
unique collection with
Monet’s famous Water
Lilies, an imposing glass
roof offering a unique
view of the Tuileries
Gardens...
The Musée de l’Orangerie
offers an original setting
for organising events
such as conferences,
cocktails and exceptional
dinners.

GLASS ROOF AREA
Seated meal: 60
Standing cocktail: 200

WATER LILIES
Conference: 100
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THE AUDITORIUM
Conference: 50
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OUR ADDRESSES:
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1) MUSÉE DU LOUVRE
2) MUSÉE D’ORSAY
3) MUSÉE DU QUAI BRANLY
- JACQUES CHIRAC
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4) MUSÉE DE L’ORANGERIE
5) MAISON DE L’AMÉRIQUE LATINE
6) BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE DE FRANCE
7) CHÂTEAU DE VERSAILLES & GARDENS

08/12/2020

www.musiam-paris.com
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A dedicated
venue-finding
service
A successful event always starts with a good
location.
Renowned museums, cultural venues, private
mansions, atypical or unusual places...
MUSIAM Paris’s specialist department opens its
address book and helps you choose the place that
will best express the theme of your event to
surprise your guests.
Monnaie de Paris, Musée Rodin, Théâtre Mogador, Grand Palais Ephémère, Elysée Montmartre,
Palais Vivienne, Château de Fontainebleau, Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte …
Do not hesitate to ask us to find the location
of your next reception!
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YOUR CONTACTS
—

Floria PAKATCHIAN
Head of Sales Development
T. +33 1 58 00 23 78
M. +33 6 98 87 58 28
floria.pakatchian@musiam-paris.com

Alexandra GAUDY
Head of Sales
T. +33 1 58 00 23 78
M. +33 7 63 58 48 90
alexandra.gaudy@ducasse-paris.com

